Parent/Teacher Interviews

Online bookings are now open. Please select your preferred 15 minute time slot.

Bookings for 1/2W should be made under Mrs Wallace,  
**NOT** under Pauline Eldredge.

**Numeracy**

This week we have been focussing on Fractions of a whole, (dividing up a pizza into equal sized pieces), and fractions of a group of objects (sharing marbles in a game, where 2 players are given half each, four players are given a quarter each).

Next week we will focus on:

- **Money** recognising coins and notes, understanding their value, accumulating various amounts, making coins to a certain amount, calculating change
- **Time** o’clock, half past, quarter to, quarter past

**Literacy**

Next week we will focus on:

- **Speech** in text
- **Using Adjectives**

Kind regards,
Year 1 /2 Team